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ABSTRACTt A sun rule involving binomial coefficients and

symmetric quantities, which reduces a multiple sum to a single

oner is derived.

1 . IMTRODüCTíí'V

In this we*., we prove a sum rule involving binomial

coefficients .nd symmetric quantities, that appears to be nev.

An important advantage of such a sum rule lies in the fact

that it allo?5 one to reduce n sums to only one. It has been

found useful .in a considerable simplification of formulas for

the energy of many-fermion systems, in the thermodynamic limit,

in the Hartree-Pock approximation using generalised
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Overhauser orbitais [2], which reduce to the (trivial) plane-

«ave orbitais in a certain limit.

In Section 2, we state and prove the sain result. In

Section 3, we give some simple applications as well a*

generalisations of well-known combinatoric identities.

2. SUM BOW

If the quantity 0 is invariant under any permutation of

its integev indices» then

«.

where the suimation indices take on all non-negative values

allowed by the binomial coefficients.

Proof. For nmi, the theorem is obvious. Suppose it is true

for some arbitrary integer value of n. Por n+1, one has
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where the substitution í » à + k *•» made. How, the

sum over the index It^ does not affect the quantity 0 and

can be carried out by making use of the Vandermonde identity

Thus, the KHS of Bq.(2.2) can be written as

with t«/,*!,+'-• •• I., and the equality following from

the hypothesis of induction. This completes the proof. Notice

that in (2.l) the only restriction on the sum indices is the

natural one imposed by the binomial coefficients.

3. APPLICATIONS

In the following, we discuss some particular cases of the

sum rule established above. Some of them are helpful in

combinatorial analysis £ 3 J *

In order to abbreviate notation, we define

*»ar f*^ + ... +nn. ($.t)
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which vanishes for x « - 1, so that

vhil* for x - 1 tbftr* results

These are trivial consequences since in each case the

multiple SUM is a product of similar known SUMS*

( w \
Let us take for Q the binomial [i+t*.^ ) , in which

case eq.(2,l) gives

vhere the next to last equality follows from eq.(2.3) and the

identity

Finally, we give a brief list of generalizations of known

results, vhich follow from eq.(2.l)
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U,

which generalizes the known result

z: —
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which generalizes the known result

3.

which generalizes the known result

which generalizes the known result-
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>• ü (WhGtXU^K)- (?)< <>»>
which generalises th* known result

/f cr/
Clearly, the above list does not exhaust the possible

applications of the sum rule.
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